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Benin bronze head. Misunderstood
technology of virtual reality helmets?

Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber
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[Bottom]TheTilma of
Guadalupe photographed in
regular light exhibits the typical
color palette of an infrared
photograph.
[Right] Infrared color palette as
downloaded by the site
www.color-hex.com/color-
palette/44239



TheTilma of Guadalupe as seen in
720nm infrared light.This wavelength
reveals the detail of a enigmatic head
similar to ancient figurines in e.g.
Ecuador. Copyright Herbert Eisengruber

PaleoSeti Magazine Issue 5 contains the
first part of my research on theTilma of
Guadalupe.



Below: Technical setup for the research on theTilma in 2019: Full-spectrum
converted Panasonic Lumix camera with strong zoom and stabilization
capabilities, several filters including 720nm and 850nm infrared filters which
are mounted in front of the lens via adapters.
Since the environment in which theTilma is
being displayed doesn't allow the use of
tripods and the 850nm infrared filter is very
dark, photographing theTilma poses an
extreme challenge.

Top:Wavelength regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. SourceWikipedia;
Author: Unknown.



Far top:The original 850nm infrared image before adjusting color, contrast and
detail.
Top:TheTilma of Guadalupe photographed in 800nm infrared wavelength. No more
colors are visible in this wavelength, many details are no longer visible as well.As the
camera has to increase ISO in order to compensate for the extremely poor light,
more image noise is visible.Yet, in this wavelength the original images lighting
conditions become apparent. Photos copyright: Herbert Eisengruber



Right:The 850 nanometer
infrared photo reveals that there
was a light source behind the
apparition (projection?) at the
moment the image was created.
Light rays and stray light are
visible in a halo around the lower
2/3 of the apparition.The
yellow/brown markers show the
stray light.

Far bottom right: Detail of the
corona showing the gold color
flaking off.

Photos copyright: Herbert
Eisengruber



Corona discharges in
animate and inanimate
objects.Top left:A human
finger. Right:A spoon.Top
right: Corona discharge as
captured by the Guadelupe
Tilma in 1532 and later
overlayed with gold color
(now slowly coming off).

The principle of Kirlian photography. Note that high voltage is required to capture the effect of the
corona discharge. Did the technology used to create image on theTilma of Guadalupe create the
corona as a "side effect"? Are these coronas the basis of apparitions and paintings for hundreds or
even thousands of years?

Image source:Wikipedia,Author: Science now
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After publishing my first article in 2015, there was also
criticism of course.There were those who thought I made
the images up or altered them.This has to be expected in
this time of social media and misinformation. It is my
hope that my readers know by now that I try to be open,
honest and – most importantly – I do my research as
scientific as I possibly can. I use my own photography and
if there is ever any doubt of the authenticity of my
images or data, I encourage you to contact me so I can
clear up any doubts. Better yet, go to the site and have a
look yourself! Get off the couch and social media, book a
plane ticket to Mexico City instead of Cancun. The
technology I use is in the articles, replicate and see for
yourself. Please share your findings.

My research on the Tilma of Guadalupe in the
last 7 years has let me to a deeper involvement
into the subject that I would have ever thought
possible. What started out as a simple
investigation of taking some infrared images of a
mysterious artifact has transcended into
something like a “Pandora’s Box” for me. Since
then, I started to look into similar cases all over
the world. I hope time will allow me to publish
the results of this research in a publication larger
than a magazine article. Once published, I hope
these results will amaze you as much as they
fascinate me.

Top: "TheWoman of the Apocalypse.
(Hortus Deliciarum), the first known
depiction of a apparition. Note the
wings and the feathered serpent
bottom right. Source:Wikipedia



The place of the Guadalupe apparition today. Unfortunately over the years, many additions and alterations
have been made. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



SOUNDSTONES
ANCIENT

TECH
REVIVAL

Top left: Commercial,
modern "sound stone"
technical drawing [9].
Right: Drawing of an
unknown carving from
the ancient site of
Tiahuanaco, Boliva. [10]

Top: Photograph of the Hypogeum of Hal-Saflieni made before 1910
Source:Wikipedia, Photo: Richard Ellis



A curious monolith in Puma Punku, Bolivia.The hole
in the monolith is cut in a very specific way.When
you speak in one end, the voice is altered
significantly on the other end.
Photos copyright Herbert Eisengruber

The monolith of Puma Punku's European cousin
is now located in the LVR Museum in Bonn,
Germany.
Photos copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Mayan pyramids - like here inTikal - exhibit
amazing sound effects.
Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

Modern Sound-stone (Humming-stone) in Germany
Source:Wikipedia; Photo Doris Antony

Bottom: Screenshot of commercial webpage of a sound stone producer in
Germany.Ancient technology slowly begins to return to our lives. [9]



PART 2



Astronomical alignments get acknowledged more and
more by mainstream archaeology.This addition (arrow)
to Stonehenge is rather recent after decades of
arguments. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



The Nazca Lines.A key "ingredient" in solving our past's
mysteries. Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Information about the Ancient AstronautTheory comes in many forms and books. It's sometimes the more unknown authors who provide excellent research.
Even books in foreign languages are no longer an obstacle due to translation software. Older books can be picked up on Ebay (among other sites) for really
good prices.



This is an ancient Celtic artefact in my possession. If I would
lose it and it fell to the ground, what would archaeologists of
the future conclude if this artefact would be found in the
AD2022 layer? Remember, not all artefacts can be dated by
carbon-14 (C14) method.
Photo copyright by Herbert Eisengruber

The megalithic dolmens ofWeris in Belgium.They are dated by bones that
have been found inside the "tomb". Bones can be dated by C-14 method as
they are of organic material. But who can say when the bones were
deposited into the dolmen? It it could have been thousands of years after the
dolmens were built. Dating of sites is not as straight forward as
archaeologists make it out to be. Many sites have been quietly re-dated as
much older than previously thought.
Photo copyright by Herbert Eisengruber



Recent research at the UffingtonWhite Horse in England. "Dragon Hill" on the bottom. Photo copyright by Herbert Eisengruber



Long time before the
Inkas reigned, there
were in those parts

men in the manner of
giants, as grown as they
showed the figures that
were sculpted in the

stones.

Pedro de Cieza de León
Crónica de Perú (1553)

An example of an Andean pre-
Hispanic “lateral distortion” skull.
What was the original model?



Fretum Magellanicum.A map of
Patagonia by Petrus Bertius of
1606 where it was consignated
the Patagonum Regio (“Kingdom
of the Patagones”) and the
Montañas de Gigantes
(“Mountains of Giants”) as well
as the illustration two bearded
giants with bows and arrows.

Left:A detail of the map of the NewWorld of Diego Gutiérrez (1562) where
the Gigantvm Regio or “Kingdom of the Giants” appears in Patagonia. Right:
Detail of the map of Juan de la Cruz Cano and Olmedilla of 1775 where
theVolcán de los Gigantes [V. de los Gigantes] (“Volcano of the Giants”) is
recognized in continental Chiloé, in the south of Chile.

The discovery of a tomb of giants in Puerto Deseado inTierra del Fuego,
Chile, according to the information of the map America of 1615 byTheodor
de Bry.The text of this map consigned with the letter H, indicates:Tombs of
skeletons of very tall human beings, with bones of 10 to 11 feet [3.48 to
3.63 m], their skulls, once opened, could be placed in our heads as if they
were helmets.



Left:An 18th century engraving of a Patagonian
giant with his family. Note the similarity with the
petroglyphic representations of theViracochas or
Chiles. Top:A petroglyph group in Atacama, in the
north of Chile, with the representation of the
Viracochas –the tallest anthropomorphic figures
with a kind of halo around their heads– along
with men and animals.



Left:The destruction of the giants according to historian Pedro Cieza de León in the
Crónica del Perú. El Señorío de los Incas (“Chronicle of Peru.The Lordship of the
Incas”. 1550). Just as in the chronicle of Fernando de Montesinos, Cieza de León
consigned the destruction of the giants by the fire from heaven. Right:A relief in the
city of Quito of the year 1650 where two bearded giants with clubs have been
represented (Photo by Rafael Videla Eissmann).



The extraordinary ring of a giant.The existence of this group of people,
known asViracochas in the Andean world is remote (Photos courtesy of Celso
GarcíaVargas, 2019).

A detail of the Sun Gate of Tiahuanaco. In the second row there is a
sequence of men-condors carrying the Saturri or power staff of the Andean
tradition.The central figure of the gate is HuirajochaTauapácac and he
carries in his left hand a staff with two condor heads.
Detail of the Sun Gate of Tiahuanaco:The men-condors –hybrids–.

ATiahuanaco censer.The
usual white collar of
feathers of the condor is
here represented by an
eight pointed star, this is,
a symbol of Venus, and
related therefore to
Hannan Pacha or the
“World of Above” (Photo
by Ernest Amoros /
National Museum of the
American Indian).

Right:A high
relief with the
figure of the
Apu Kuntur of
the Gran
Pajaten Cultural
Complex in
Peru.



An extreme tabular erect modification in its bilobal modality found in Argelia, La Angostura in
Chiapas, Mexico.The skull of the giant near Ollaytantambo would have these characteristics
(Photo:V.Tiesler / DAF-INAH).

Some unusual pre-Hispanic skulls. B, C and D. Skull deformation showing “lateral
distortion”.The skull of the giant near Ollaytantambo would have these
characteristics (Image from the book Excavations atTizapan El Alto, Jalisco by
ClementW. Meighan and Leonard J. Foote, 1968).



Avebury, England.
Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber
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